TRANSPARENT SOLAR
Renewable Energy with Solar Buildings, Vehicles, Glass and Windows

INTRODUCTION

Transparent Solar is the official brand, information portal and platform for
transparent solar technologies like transparent solar cells, solar panels
and solar products which can produce clean renewable energy. Great for
energy-saving houses, public transport stations, cars, trains or trams.
Informing about building with sustainable transparent solar glass
and solar windows. Produce, build or upgrade displays, windows
or other surfaces with thin and flexible transparent solar cells.
There are many advantages and possibilities to build with
transparent solar materials. The project pages are in
development or continous progress and want to
inform about the actual developments and best
of transparent solar products. Further more
efficient methods and techniques are being
researched for completely transparent
and flexible solar cells as well as
transparent solar foils or films.
www.transparentsolar.co

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT

With financial support we
can accelerate and improve the
project development. We want to develop
the official (information and sale) platform and portal
during the next years, including a customer and member (B2B, B2C)
area. With years of experience as developer and project manager I could
develop the platform alone, but it would need more time. A funding or investment
would be great, so we could finish the platform together during the next year. The
first step after a sucessfull funding will be to build up a strong development team.
Of course investors and sponsors have access and overview during the development
process. We can use professional project management or version control software
and inform regularly about important updates by eMail or by the insider section on
the website.

FLEXIBLE STRATEGIES
The future company Transparent Solar will be flexible in any areas and can change
fast directions, adapt to market changes and other important global developments.
A professional risk mangement and strategic department or team will guarantee a
safe company structure and operations. Of course we will have strategic advisors
and external support like by EY. Decision, change and chance management will
improve all the processes and work. In these times you must make fast and right
decisions, too big company structures are often to slow and fail like we all have
seen at big groups.
Read more on the official pages.

INNOVATIONS AND KNOWLEDGE

Transparent Solar will establish innovation and knowledge mangement, for this we
will create special divisions, rooms and a creative lab. It's like with artists and
scientists, employees need free spaces to experiment and to play. We don't want
just test and experiment with conventional solar technologies, but also with other
solar products, like batteries, coatings, constructions and other products,
technolgies and applications. Solar services are another important fields for
Transparent Solar. Like explained on the website the project want to establish a
transparent solar label for all companies who really produce clean and work
transparent. It's similar like well known fair trade or quality labels. There are
already many innovations in the solar sector, for example applications, services
and upgrades for the shipping branch and industry. Sustainable shipping with solar
energy is possible and will be the new trend of the next years and next decade!

RESPONSIBILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY
Will work alone until the project gets financial support (fundings, etc.), after that
we will build a strong team together with a HR specialist and create the company
structure. If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together. Key
skills are and will be free and honest communication, to overcome challenges and
obstacles together, regular (community and team) events and meetings. All team
members will be treated equal and solutions will be solved fast as possible by
motivate exchange and direct reporting in the case of problems. We will have
regual and special risk management procedures, to prevent problems in any fields
or on any levels. Some other skills are anticipatory, sustainable and transparent
working. For more skills watch the official pages and networks like Linkedin.
We can say by improving the global climate, environment and air quality all
humans will profit and be impacted in a very positive way. We will enter in a new
age of sustainable and responsible living. My hope and wish is a new generation
and society of explorers and discoverers (pioneers). Together with me and great
people like you we will reach all these goals, maybe earlier than you think.

DIVERSITY AND MOBILITY
Public infrastructures such as future-oriented transport stations are also built with
solar glass. Architecture and all possible buildings can be equipped or enhanced
with thin, flexible and transparent solar cells or transparent solar panels.
Architects, designers, builders or owners of real estate can build more sustainable
and energy-saving buildings with solar glass or solar energy windows. Transparent
and semitransparent solar collectors are used not only in architecture, but also in
many other areas. Transparent Solar is the future of solar technology and solar
cities.
The project and the pages are constantly developing and will provide information
on current and future developments and transparent solar products. To this end,
further efficient methods and potential techniques for completely transparent and
flexible solar cells as well as transparent solar films are being researched. Organic
photovoltaics and other solar innovations are analyzed as well. We constantly and
extensively research and inform about interesting and potential developments. The
researcher and founder of Transparent Solar has also founded the projects and
official pages SolarBrille and SolarGlas. These are the German platforms for solar
glasses, solar glass, solar windows and other transparent solar products.

Investment Opportunities

Transparent Solar Glass, Architecture, Buildings and other applications with
complete transparent solar glass, solar windows, solar cells and solar panels will
come out on the market during the next years. It is the future of renewable
energy, like solar cities, solar cars and solar phones. The potentials and
opportunities are endless, even in space. Don’t waste your time or miss your
chance to enter the new solar market at the pole position. With the main
Transparent Solar domains, brand and name of the new solar technology and solar
generation we together will rule the future. Of course the buyer or investor will get
full access to the development process. An option to buy the complete project
would be possible if the price is acceptable for me. The time to buy or to invest is
now, because the value of the project is rising daily! A year ago it was around
250.000 USD.

INVESTORS AND PARTNERS
Most of the solutions were differentiated by explicit descriptions and publications,
published it on different platforms, especially on serious and scientific portals
and networks. There are many scientific evidences and feasibility studies who can
approve the solutions. It are also simple proofs like everybody knows that
renewables, solar energy and many solar products are good for environment and
humanity.
The most work, achievements or services can be realized with sufficient capacities
and resources. The project is scalable and more resources (especially financial)
will improve and accelerate the developments. The company will expand
worldwide in future with many branch offices, especially in areas with much
demand for solar energy or technologies. Transparent Solar and solar cities are
the future of renewable and sustainable energy. With money, financial resources
or support it is no problem to build or realise everything fast and efficient. Don't
wait to long, there are many interested parties, some serious offers and parts of
the company, joint ventures (VCs) are limited. Can say there are still around 30
percent aviable. Dealers and producers of transparent solar products from all over
the world are very welcome! Transparent Solar invites investors, sponsors and
partners to participate in the research, information and sales platform.

I'm Oliver Gediminas Caplikas, the founder or Change Games, Greening Deserts,
Greenhouse Ship, Interplantary Internet, Interplanetary Transport, Transparent
Solar and many other awesome projects. I'm a young business man, artist,
environmentalist, scientist, developer, organiser, publisher, project and event
manager from Leipzig, work(ed) many years in different branches now. Need
(financial) support to build up the projects, company structures and local startup
requirements like offices, platforms, facilities and personal for potential regions or
cities on international level. Always looking for strong future partners, sponsors
and investors.
If you want to connect or exchange, you can reach me everytime on Facebook,
Linkedin or by eMail. Just visit the websites for more details. Thank you for reading
and your interest!

